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ABSTRACT
Modern database management systems (DBMS) contain tens to
hundreds of critical performance tuning knobs that determine the
system runtime behaviors. To reduce the total cost of ownership,
cloud database providers put in drastic effort to automatically optimize the resource utilization by tuning these knobs. There are two
challenges. First, the tuning system should always abide by the service level agreement (SLA) while optimizing the resource utilization,
which imposes strict constrains on the tuning process. Second, the
tuning time should be reasonably acceptable since time-consuming
tuning is not practical for production and online troubleshooting.
In this paper, we design ResTune to automatically optimize
the resource utilization without violating SLA constraints on the
throughput and latency requirements. ResTune leverages the tuning experience from the history tasks and transfers the accumulated
knowledge to accelerate the tuning process of the new tasks. The
prior knowledge is represented from historical tuning tasks through
an ensemble model. The model learns the similarity between the
historical workloads and the target, which significantly reduces
the tuning time by a meta-learning based approach. ResTune can
efficiently handle different workloads and various hardware environments. We perform evaluations using benchmarks and real
world workloads on different types of resources. The results show
that, compared with the manually tuned configurations, ResTune
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reduces 65%, 87%, 39% of CPU utilization, I/O and memory on average, respectively. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods,
ResTune finds better configurations with up to ∼ 18× speedups.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Tuning configuration knobs of modern database management systems (DBMS) is critical for system performance, albeit challenging.
Different knobs directly affect the running database performance
and jointly determine the quality of service and the resource utilization of DBMS. As a common practice, to apply an appropriate
configuration for a given workload, database administrators (DBAs)
are responsible for tuning these knobs based on experience. However, in a cloud environment, manually tuning possibly tens to
hundreds of controlling knobs do not guarantee the performance
across various workloads and could not scale. Therefore, automatic
tuning becomes an appealing feature for cloud providers.
On one hand, optimizing the system performance (e.g., throughput, latency) is critical to improving users’ experience. On the other
hand, controlling the resource utilization is a necessity from the
cloud provider’s perspective, due to the following reasons. First,
one of the goals of using cloud databases is to reduce the Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO). Maintaining a low cost is an important economic factor to attract users, which urges to more efficiently utilize
the available computing resources. Second, optimizing computing
resources such as CPU, memory, and I/O helps troubleshoot performance bugs that cause unnecessary high utilization. High resource
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Figure 1: TPS and CPU Usage for Real Workload with 2 Knobs

utilization often leads to unpredictable system hangs and resource
contentions in a shared or multi-tenant environment [9, 20]. For
example, high CPU utilization is a frequent issue that affects the
availability of cloud databases [2]. Third, the throughput of real
workloads is often bounded by the request rate determined by
the clients. Thus, the request rates do not necessarily reach the
processing capacity of DBMS. For these common application scenarios, squeezing more throughput from the capacity is not the
goal. Meanwhile, controlling resource utilization is more valuable
for end-users, which can help them to choose appropriate cloud
instance types and to further avoid over-provisioning.
One challenge of tuning configuration knobs is to reduce resource utilization while still guaranteeing the Service Level Agreement (SLA), e.g., without violating the throughput and latency
requirements. Figure 1 plots the throughput along with CPU usage
on a real workload with 2 controlling knobs, i.e., the number of
open tables1 and the number of times a thread waits for the mutex to be freed before suspending2 . The result shows that, even
though a wide range of configurations has different CPU usages,
they experience the same throughput. As mentioned earlier, the
throughput of real workloads is often bounded by the user request
rate. Therefore, there are opportunities to optimize resource utilization without sacrificing the SLA. Most existing database tuning
methods [11, 19, 27, 49] mainly focus on improving the throughput and latency without optimizing the resource usage and SLA
simultaneously. For example, iTuned [11] and OtterTune [6] use
Gaussian Processes to tune knobs to achieve only high throughputs.
CDBTune [49] and QTune [27] use the reinforcement learning approach to train a policy model to recommend good knobs, which,
however, takes a long time to learn the model [23].
The other challenge is to satisfy the natural constraint imposed
by the real applications that often limit the required tuning times.
Tuning systems replay the workload repeatedly to learn the model
iteratively, and the replay times dominate the tuning process. The
state-of-the-art systems [6, 49] take hundreds to thousands of iterations to find an ideal configuration. For typical benchmarks that
assume the transaction statistics do not change over time, the replay time can be set to 3-5 minutes [49]. But for real workloads,
we observe that the replay time for each iteration takes at least
5 minutes to adapt to different types of transactions. This could
cause the total tuning time for real workloads to last for a few days.
This issue is more pronounced when considering that tuning itself
requires computing resources such as DBMS copies to replay on the
1 MySQL
2 MySQL

knob: table_open_cache
knob: innodb_sync_spin_loops

user side (Section 4). Thus, the tuning time should be minimized.
In addition, tuning DBMS systems, e.g., reducing the high resource
utilization, can be used for online performance troubleshooting.
High utilization could have a severe impact on system availability.
From this point of view, the tuning time should match the typical system recovery time, which is often from a few minutes to 1
hour [1]. To accelerate the tuning process by reducing the budget
to tens of iterations, ResTune utilizes the historical data collected
from tuning other tasks and transfer the experience into tuning
new tasks. This requires the tuning algorithm to efficiently and
effectively represent useful knowledge from historical tuning data.
Our Approach. Different from previous works that only consider
the throughput and latency, in this paper, we define the resourceoriented tuning problem that aims to find the configurations to
minimize the resource usage without sacrificing the throughput
and latency. We formulate it as a constrained optimization problem
and propose ResTune, a constraint-aware database tuning system
boosted by meta-learning. ResTune is a tool provided by the cloud
providers, which aims to reduce the Total Cost of Ownership for
its end users. It optimizes the resource utilization for a given workload by imposing constraints on the performance requirements.
ResTune models both the objective function and the constraints
using Gaussian processes to recommend configurations with optimized resource utilization while guaranteeing the SLA. To improve the efficiency of ResTune, we use meta-learning, which is the
method of systematically learning from meta-data to accomplish
new tasks [44]. A novel meta-learning pipeline is proposed to use
multiple models (base-learners) to represent prior knowledge and
an ensemble model (meta-learner) to combine and effectively utilize the experiences. The meta-learner measures the usefulness of
base-learners to target workload through meta-feature and model
prediction. In this way, ResTune could accordingly make use of
existing data and accelerate the tuning process. Furthermore, our
approach can transfer the knowledge over different workloads and
heterogeneous hardware environments.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• To deal with the challenges in real DBMS scenarios, we formulate the resource-oriented configuration tuning problem as a
constrained Bayesian Optimization problem.
• To accelerate the tuning process within an acceptable time interval, a meta-learning strategy is proposed to extract experience
from past tasks. Unlike previous studies, our approach uses relative rankings rather than absolute distances to measure the
similarity between workloads. It can better transfer knowledge
across different hardware environments and achieve fast tuning
and efficient adaptation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to boost constrained Bayesian Optimization with
meta-learning for tuning DBMS.
• We implement the proposed method and evaluate on standard
benchmarks and real workloads. Compared with the manual configurations provided by the DBAs, ResTune reduces 65% of CPU
utilization, 87% of I/O, and 39% of memory on average. Compared
with the state-of-the-art DBMS tuning systems, ResTune finds
better configurations with up to ∼ 18× speedups.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the related work and Section 3 formally defines the

resource-oriented tuning problem. An overview of our approach is
given in Section 4, followed by solving the constrained optimization
problem in Section 5. We propose the meta-learning approach to
accelerate the tuning process in Section 6. Section 7 presents the
experimental results. Last, we conclude in Section 8.

2

RELATED WORK

Tuning Knobs. There has been an active area of research on tuning
configuration knobs of DBMS recently. Many works [6, 11, 27, 49]
have studied auto-tuning the knobs, but they mainly focus on optimizing the performance. Although they do not consider reducing
the resource usage, the methods are valuable, which can be mainly
classified into three categories: search-based, Bayesian Optimization (BO) [37] based and Reinforcement Learning (RL) [28] based.
• Search-based. BestConfig [51] is a search-based method, which
tries to find good configuration according to several heuristics.
Whenever a new tuning request comes, they will restart the entire
search process and not take advantage of past experience.
• BO-based. Ottertune [6] and iTuned [11] uses the BO-based
method, modeling the tuning as a black-box optimization problem. Ottertune also considers past experience by using a workload
mapping strategy. However, this strategy can not adapt to the
changes to hardware [6], which restrains using extensive data
in the cloud environment. Another work [35] uses the Gaussian
process to predict response times of queries to meet the SLAs,
while we focus on optimizing resource usage by tuning knobs.
• RL-based. RL methods in [23, 27, 49] tunes the performance of
DBMS by learning a neural network between the internal metrics
and the configuration knobs. Its training overload is relatively
high, so it takes thousands of iterations to train SYSBENCH [27].
Bayesian Optimization with Constraints. In realistic scenarios,
it is often necessary to satisfy a few constraints, such as memory
consumption [36, 41], prediction time [14, 15].The simplest way
to solve constrained optimization is to define a penalty value and
attach it to the objective function when violating the constraints [12,
18, 41]. More advanced approaches model the possibility of violating
one or more constraints and search for configurations that are
unlikely to violate any constraints [14, 24]. These works inspire us
to solve the resource-oriented tuning problem.
Meta-Learning for HPO. Recently, works on Hyper-Parameters
Optimize (HPO) utilize meta-learning to borrow strength from metadata [8, 16, 32, 33, 45–47, 50]. Meta-data are the data describing
previous learning tasks and learned models, including measurable
properties of the task, also known as meta-features [43]. Our design
is highly motivated by RGPE [13]. It trains a weighted surrogate on
each history and target task to optimize machine learning hyperparameters. We adopt its ensemble idea and apply it to the resourceoriented problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to boost constrained Bayesian Optimization with meta-learning. To
evaluate feasibility across tasks, we define constraints in a unified
scale and propose two weight assignment strategies.

3

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We formalize the resource-oriented tuning problem as an optimization problem with SLA constraints. The objective is to minimize
resource usage without violating the constraints on the throughput

and latency requirements. The cloud database providers guarantee
the SLA [38][39] under the default configuration. Therefore, the
constraints are determined by the throughput and latency under
default configuration before the resource-oriented tuning starts.
ResTune assures the database performance does not downgrade
from the previous configuration (e.g., the DBA default). Sometimes
slow queries or other anomalies can break the SLA, but these are
issues orthogonal to our tuning tasks.
Constrained Optimization Problem. Consider a database system with a continuous configuration space Θ = Θ1 × Θ2 × ... × Θ𝑚
with Θ𝑖 ∈ [0, 1]. We normalize the range of the knobs into [0,1]. For
knobs taking discrete values, we first partition [0, 1] into bins and
then round each value to the nearest bin after normalization. Let
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 , 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 , 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 denote the resource utilization (e.g., 𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑢 , 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝑦
or 𝑓𝑖𝑜 ), throughput and 99%th percentile latency, respectively. For
a given workload, we want to find the configuration 𝜃 ∗ ∈ Θ that
minimizes resource usage and satisfies the SLA requirements. The
resource-oriented tuning problem is defined as follows:
arg min 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 ),
𝜃

s.t.

𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) ≥ 𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠

(1)

𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡
with 𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 and 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 being the lower bound of the throughput and
the upper bound of the latency, respectively.

4

OVERVIEW OF RESTUNE

Figure 2 presents the overview workflow of ResTune. When a tuning
task is launched, a copy instance of the target DBMS is initiated,
and a time window of the target workload is collected for future
replay. The copy instance is deployed in the user’s environment,
e.g., dedicated Virtual Private Cloud, to protect data privacy. Two
main parts of ResTune are deployed separately, ResTune Client
and ResTune Server. ResTune Client consists of the Meta-Data
Processing component and the Target Workload Replay component,
and it is deployed in the user’s environment. It handles the preprocessing of the target task and the evaluation of suggested knobs.
ResTune Server is responsible for recommending the configuration
for each iteration, and it is deployed in the backend tuning cluster,
consisting of two components: Knowledge Extraction and Knobs
Recommendation. After pre-processing the target task in ResTune
Client, the meta-feature and the base model of the target task are
sent to the Knowledge Extraction component of ResTune Server.
ResTune Server then calculates the static weights and the dynamic
weights based on the target task’s input, meta-features and base
models stored in the data repository. After ensembling, a metalearner is used to recommend new configurations. Finally, the knobs
are applied to the database, and the replayer is triggered. Then, the
evaluation results are appended in the observations of the target
task, finishing an iteration. When the tuning task ends, the metadata of the task is collected to the data repository.
Data Repository. Data Repository maintains meta-features and
base models generated from previous tuning tasks on various workloads and hardware environments. The meta-feature is an embedding vector representing the workload’s overall resource utilization,
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Figure 2: Overall Architecture of ResTune

and the base model is a multi-output Gaussian Processing model fitted with historical observations on resource utilization, throughput,
and latency (defined in Section 5.1).
Meta-Data Processing. With the target workload and its observations, the Meta-Data Processing component calculates the metafeature and generates a base-learner for the target task. The metafeature is calculated through the workload characterization pipeline.
At initialization, when observations are insufficient to fit an accurate model, meta-feature can serve as a general understanding of
the target tuning task. When generating base-learners, there exist
various hardware instances in cloud databases, and their scales of
objective function differ a lot. Therefore, ResTune first unifies the
meta-data to the consistent scale by standardizing the observations
to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. The values of constraints on throughput and latency are also re-scaled, forming a
constrained optimization task ready for further learning.
Knowledge Extraction. The Knowledge Extraction component
uses the method proposed in Section 6 to combine the base-learners
into a meta-learner in a weighted ensemble manner. It adopts two
strategies to assign the weights: static and dynamic weights learning. At initialization, the static weights learning assigns weights
based on the meta-feature distances. Afterward, ResTune uses the
dynamic weights learning strategy, comparing the relative ranking
between the prediction from the base-learner and the target task’s
observations. With the dynamic assigning strategy, the weights update as the number of observations for the target workload increases
(Section 6.4.2). With these two strategies, we get a meta-learner
that serves as a learned surrogate model boosted with experience.
Knobs Recommendation. After learning the weights, the learned
surrogate model is ready to predict the performance and resource
utilization on new configurations. With the predictability of the
meta-learner, ResTune generates promising configurations of knobs
that satisfy the re-scaled constraints. Internally, the Knobs Recommendation component suggests the next configuration to evaluate
by optimizing the constrained acquisition function (Section 5).
Target Workload Replay. Once the recommended configuration
applies to the database copy, the workload generator triggers to
replay the user’s workload under the same environment. Replaying the same query repeatedly would cause the write operations

(INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) invalid due to the conflict of primary
keys or foreign keys. To solve this, the Target Workload Replay component extracts the query template from the workload and sample
the scalar value and variable name before replaying. Furthermore,
to reproduce the user’s real behavior, the replayer supports executing the queries at a given request rate. In our experiment, we
use the same request rate as the target workload. After replaying,
the evaluation results of resource utilization, throughput, latency
are collected in the observation data. The tuning process keeps
iterating until the decline in resource utilization reaches the goal
or the tuning model is converged. If changes in resource utilization, throughput and latency do not exceed 0.5% in 10 consecutive
iterations, the model is considered to be converged.

5

SOLVING CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

As we discussed, resource-oriented tuning can be formalized as a
constrained optimization problem. In this section, we introduce
Constrained Bayesian Optimization (CBO), which extends Bayesian
Optimization with an inequality-constrained setting. ResTune could
therefore recommend configurations with optimized resource utilization while guaranteeing the SLA (Service Level Agreement).

5.1

Modeling Constrained Functions

In our resource-oriented tuning problem, constraint functions 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 )
and 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) can be observed simultaneously with the objective
function 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 ). But they are also expensive-to-evaluate black-box
functions the same as 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 ). We use Gaussian Process [31], a
powerful learning technique with power equivalent to that of deep
networks [6]. It allows us to approximate complex response surfaces through adaptively sampling of the search space in a manner
balancing exploration and exploitation. GP outputs the estimated
confidence bound on the predictions, supports noisy observations,
and has the ability to use gradient-based methods [34]. In ResTune,
we model 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) and 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) with a conditionally independent
Gaussian Process, denoted by 𝑓˜𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) and 𝑓˜𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ). Similarly, probabilistic model of the resource utilization is denoted by 𝑓˜𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 ).
During the optimization process, we keep a data set 𝐻 that
records the historical observations in the form of four-tuples: 𝐻 =

 o𝑛
, corresponding to the knobs
𝜃𝑖 , 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃𝑖 ) , 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃𝑖 ) , 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃𝑖 )
𝑖=1
configuration and the value of resource utilization, throughput and
latency under this configuration. We denote configuration that satisfies the performance constraints as feasible configuration. Note
that 𝐻 includes both the data of feasible configurations and infeasible ones. Although infeasible configurations are not considered to
be recommended as final results, they are useful to the optimization process for two factors. First, infeasible configurations can
indicate which regions of the configuration space are more likely
to be feasible, which reduces the exploration to the substandard
region. Second, infeasible configurations help determine the shape
and descent directions of the objective function and the constrained
functions, contributing to more efficient exploitation.
Based on the observation data 𝐻 , we maintain three independent Gaussian Processing models with mean 𝜇𝑢 (𝜃 ) and variance
𝜎𝑢2 (𝜃 ), 𝑢 ∈ {𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝑡𝑝𝑠, 𝑙𝑎𝑡 }. After each iteration, we add the latest
observation data in 𝐻 and update the three GP models. They can be
formalized as a multi-output Gaussian Process model that outputs
the predictions with confidence bounds.
n

5.2

Guiding Search in Feasible Region

To facilitate the recommendation of feasible configurations, we
reconsider the acquisition function in basic Bayesian Optimization. The new acquisition function should guide the selection of
configurations with less resource utilization in feasible areas.
We denote the improvement function of a candidate point 𝜃
in terms of the objective function as 𝐼 (𝜃 ) and its expected form
as 𝛼 𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ). The Expected Improvement 𝛼 𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ) is a state-of-the-art
acquisition function in BO since it be calculated in closed form. The
𝛼 𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ) is defined below:
𝛼 𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ) = E [𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 )]

(2)

However, directly applying the EI function would lead to infeasible knobs recommendation with low resource utilization at
the cost of database performance. To solve our constrained optimization problem, we extend the acquisition function with two
modifications. First, different from the original definition in the
EI function, 𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is redefined as the best feasible point, meaning
the configuration has the lowest resource utilization and satisfying
the throughput and latency constraints. Second, improvement of
the infeasible points is assigned a value of zero, meaning infeasible
points achieve no improvement. Now we define the improvement
function with constraint for a candidate 𝜃 :
𝐼𝐶 (𝜃 ) = Δ(𝜃 )𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 ))

(3)

The feasible indicator function Δ(𝜃 ) is one when 𝜃 is feasible or
zero, otherwise. Using the probabilistic surrogate model, the improvement function with constraints can be calculated as:
𝐼˜𝐶 (𝜃 ) = Δ̃(𝜃 )𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝑓˜𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 )) = Δ̃(𝜃 ) 𝐼˜(𝜃 )

(4)

The term Δ̃(𝜃 ) is a Bernoulli random variable with expectation
E[ Δ̃(𝜃 )] = 𝑃𝑟 [ 𝑓˜𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) ≥ 𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 , 𝑓˜𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 ]. Note that 𝑃𝑟 [𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) ≥
𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 , 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 ] is a multivariate Gaussian probability. Considering the independence, it can be factorized as 𝑃𝑟 [𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) ≥
𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 ] ·𝑃𝑟 [𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 ], a product of two Gaussian cumulative distribution functions. Finally, the constrained acquisition function can

be constructed, we call it Constrained Expected Improvement(CEI):





 

𝛼𝐶𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ) = E 𝐼˜𝐶 (𝜃 ) |𝜃 = E Δ̃(𝜃 ) 𝐼˜ (𝜃 ) |𝜃 = E Δ̃(𝜃 ) |𝜃 E 𝐼˜ (𝜃 ) |𝜃
(5)
= 𝑃𝑟 [ 𝑓˜𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) ≥ 𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 ] · 𝑃𝑟 [ 𝑓˜𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 ] · 𝛼 𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 )

According to the definition, the acquisition function 𝛼𝐶𝐸𝐼 (𝜃 ) is
the EI function of 𝜃 over the best feasible point so far, weighted by
the probability that both 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃 ) and 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃 ) satisfy the constrains.
The CEI function can well balance the expected objective value with
the probability of feasibility. Therefore, ResTune can recommend
promising feasible configurations.

6

BOOSTING TUNING PROCESS

With the constrained Bayesian Optimization technique, ResTune
can solve the resource-oriented tuning problem. However, different
target workloads are tuned independently, without considering the
correlation among them. Intuitively, the same workloads running
on different hardware share information for tuning knobs. Even for
different tasks, the relationship between hidden features can lead
to knowledge sharing. As cloud providers, we can collect abundant
tuning data from numerous tasks and further accelerate the tuning
process of new tasks. Motivated by meta-learning, we propose
a framework that combines base-learners and generates a metalearner 𝐿𝑀 for the target workload. Base-learners are learning
subsystems adaptive with the experience [25]. With a set of prior
observations and a small set of known observations on a new task
(target task), a meta-learner is a learned model that can suggest
good configurations for the new task. In Section 6.1 and 6.2 describe
what are the knowledge ResTune use. Section 6.3 and 6.4 describe
how to combine the base-learners for tuning the target task.

6.1

Scale Unification

There are various of instances and workloads in could database,
making the scales of metrics among tuning tasks differ a lot. In
Section 5, each tuning task is independent, forming the observation
track {𝜃 𝑗 , 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃𝑖 )}𝑛𝑗=1 , 𝑢 ∈ {throughput, latency, resource utilization}.
We denote the observation history for tuning task 𝑤𝑖 by H𝑖 =
𝑖
{𝜃 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑤𝑖 )}𝑛𝑗=0
, 𝑖 = 1, ...,𝑇 . 𝑇 is the total number of historical
tasks. To further utilize historical observations to evaluate configuration’s performance and feasibility, we need to unify the metrics
of different scales. We adopt a simple strategy that standardizes
the observations for each task separately to have zero mean and
unit standard deviation [48]. As a result, the output prediction of
the base-learner is a relative value instead of absolute performance
𝑓 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑖 ). Meta-learner also outputs a relative value, denoted by
𝐿𝑀 (𝜃 ). Accordingly, the constraint 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑢 , 𝑢 ∈ {tps, lat} needs
′
′
to be transformed to 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑢 with a re-scaled value 𝜆𝑢 . Since
we usually use the performance metrics of default configuration
as constraints, i.e. 𝜆𝑢 = 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃𝑑 , 𝑤𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ), where 𝜃𝑑 is the default
′
configuration. We can set re-scaled 𝜆𝑢 as 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃𝑑 ).
Proof. If meta-learner predicts the relative performance value
of 𝜃 to be a smaller value than that of 𝜃𝑑 .i.e. 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃 ) ≤ 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃𝑑 ),
then it’s predicted that 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃𝑑 , 𝑤𝑡 ) .i.e 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑡 ) ≤ 𝜆𝑢 .
If meta-learner predicts the the relative performance value of 𝜃 to
be a larger value than that of 𝜃𝑑 .i.e. 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃 ) ≥ 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃𝑑 ), then it’s

predicted that 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑡 ) ≥ 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃𝑑 , 𝑤𝑡 ) .i.e 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑡 ) ≥ 𝜆𝑢 . There the
′
re-scaled constraint 𝜆𝑢 can be set as 𝐿𝑢𝑀 (𝜃𝑑 ).

6.2

Workload Characterization

Another kind of meta-data is characterizations of the workload. At
initialization, the observations of the target task are insufficient.
Therefore, ResTune uses meta-features to find similar base-learners.
We propose a workload characterization pipeline to extract the
meta-feature vector 𝑚𝑖 for each tuning task. Then the weights
of base-learners are calculated based on the similarity measured
on the meta-feature. The pipeline of workload characterization is
discussed as follows, it produces the meta-feature that represents
the estimated resource cost of the workload.
Feature Extraction. Different workloads have different queries
containing specific variables. The challenge is that our model for
meta-feature should generalize over different database schemas
and SQL queries. As we discussed, the workload characterization
component is deployed in the user’s environment, simple models
are preferred. Although using statistics from optimizer such as plan
structures are beneficial, it needs hand-engineered feature engineering effort. Instead, we only use the SQL queries without collection
additional information during execution. However, the variable
names and digits used in SQL queries are unbounded, which makes
generalization across workloads and schemas difficult [21, 52]. Note
that the query templates exhibit only a small number of different
patterns, it allows us to adopt the TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse
document frequency) method [17]. Specifically, each query contains
reserved SQL keywords (e.g., SELECT, UPDATE, DISTINCT), and
each reserved word represents a certain type of operation in DBMS.
We extract the reserved words by filtering out the specific variables
and calculate the TF-IDF feature vector for each query. Since only
the reserved words are used, the vocabulary dictionary is small,
and the model has better generality.
Classification Model. Based on the TF-IDF feature vectors, we
adopt a random forest model to classify each query. To train the
model, We use the resource cost level as labels, which have a wide
range of values and are highly skewed. To prevent the models
from being too sensitive to queries with a large label value (outliers), we apply a logarithmic transformation to the values of these
labels[52][26] and discrete labels to do the classification.
Workload Embedding Procedure. For each workload, we identify the reserved words for each query and then apply the TF-IDF
transformer. The TF-IDF feature vectors are used as the input to the
random forest model for classification, which returns the predicted
probability distribution. We compute the average of the probability distributions (as vectors) for all the queries across the whole
input workload. The averaged probability distribution represents
the meta-feature for the input workload by characterizing the appearance frequencies of the queries.

6.3

Knowledge Extraction

A simple way to extract the historical knowledge is to combine
all past runs into the same model as observations in the current
run. However, this approach has two drawbacks. First, it does not
scale well with the number of past runs. Gaussian Process (GP)
regression has 𝑂 (𝑛 3 ) complexity, and combining 𝑡 past runs with

𝑛 iterations into a single model incurs 𝑂 (𝑡 3𝑛 3 ) computational cost.
Second, learning a GP on all training instances relies on the strong
assumption that each tuning task from different workloads or hardware environments is equally important [47]. Mapping to the most
similar workload like [6] still can not solve this problem, as the
target workload and the mapped workload may not be identical.
Therefore, we need a scalable meta-learner that can distinguish
experience and predict the output.
In our approach, base-learners 𝑙𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, ...,𝑇 are responsible
for memorizing historical observations 𝐻𝑖 . We also fit a model
for the target workload 𝑤𝑇 +1 . As discussed, we use the Gaussian
Process model to fit each tuning task’s observations as a baselearner. So we have 𝑇 + 1 base-learners with mean function 𝜇𝑖 (𝜃 ),
variance function 𝜎𝑖2 (𝜃 ). Together with all the base-learners, we
can train a meta-learner 𝐿𝑀 to predict the performance of the
configuration 𝜃𝑖 on target workload 𝑤𝑇 +1 . Since GP provides a
theoretically justified way to trade off exploration (i.e., acquiring
new knowledge) and exploitation (i.e., making decisions based on
existing knowledge) [22], we still adopt GP as meta-leaner 𝐿𝑀 ,
2 (𝜃 )). It extracts knowledge from base𝐿𝑀 (𝜃 |𝐻 ) ∼ N (𝜇𝑀 (𝜃 ), 𝜎𝑀
learners in a weighted manner. The mean function is a weighted
combination of the predictions of each base-learners:
Í𝑇 +1
𝜇𝑀 (𝜃 ) =

𝑖=1 𝑔𝑖 𝜇𝑖 (𝜃 )
Í𝑇 +1
𝑖=1 𝑔𝑖

(6)

where 𝑔𝑖 is the weight of base-learner 𝑙𝑖 . Considering the observa2 (𝜃 )
tion from target workload should be more trusted, we define 𝜎𝑀
to rely on the uncertainty of target base-learner 𝑙𝑇 +1 only, where
𝑣𝑖 is assigned to one for target base-learner and 0 otherwise:
(
𝑇Õ
+1
1 i=T+1
2
2
𝑣𝑖 =
(7)
𝜎𝑀 (𝜃 ) =
𝑣𝑖 𝜎𝑖 (𝜃 ),
0 otherwise
𝑖=1

In this way, the complexity of tuning keeps 𝑂 (𝑛 3 ), meaning
combining meta-data does not add computational complexity.

6.4

Base-Learner Evaluation

How to combine the base-learners according to meta-data is vital
to the performance of our meta-learning design. As we discussed in
Section 6.3, we assign a weight for each base-learner. We propose
two techniques to combine base-learners, which refer to static
weight learning and dynamic weight learning.
6.4.1 Learning from meta-feature. At initialization, we measure the
similarity for tuning tasks based on the meta-feature of workload. If
a workload is more similar to the target workload, a larger weight is
assigned to its base-learner. Therefore, the weight 𝑔𝑖 of base-learner
𝑙𝑖 is the similarity between the workload 𝑊𝑖 ’s meta-feature 𝑚𝑖 and
the target workload’s meta-feature 𝑚𝑇 +1 . We choose Epanechnikov
quadratic kernel [30] as the measurement of similarity.
(
!
3 (1 − 𝑡 2 ) 𝑡 ≤ 1
∥𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚𝑇 +1 ∥ 2
𝛾= 4
(8)
𝑔𝑖 = 𝛾
,
0
otherwise
𝜌
and 𝛾 ≥ 0 is the bandwidth. Consequently, meta-learner 𝐿𝑀 trusts
more on the base-learner, which has a more similar resource utilization pattern with the target workload.

6.4.2 Learning from model predictions. When we have more observations of the target task, we can define base-learners’ generalizability in terms of how accuracy base-learner can predict the
performance (e.g., throughput, internal metrics) of the target task.
The challenge here is that performance metrics can differ in scale
significantly among various hardware environments in the cloud.
Ottertune [6] limits all the mapped workloads under the same
hardware in their mapping schema. We solve this problem from
an observation: the actual values of the predictions do not matter
since we only need to identify the location of the optimum [25].
The fundamental similarity of tasks in an optimization problem
means that the tasks have surfaces with similar trends about where
the objective is minimized in the configuration space. So if a baselearner can correctly order the configurations according to their
performance values, it’s considered useful to the meta-learner [13].
Historical base-learner evaluation. Given 𝑛𝑡 as the number of
target observations, we denote 𝑅𝑢 (𝑙𝑖 ), as the misranked pairs for
metric 𝑢 i.e. ranking loss for performance metric 𝑢 that the historical
base-learner 𝑙𝑖 predicts against the target observation 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃, 𝑤𝑇 +1 ):

𝑅𝑢 (𝑙𝑖 ) =

𝑛𝑡 Õ
𝑛𝑡 
 

Õ
1 𝑙𝑖𝑢 (𝜃 𝑗 ) ≤𝑙𝑖𝑢 (𝜃𝑘 ) ⊕ 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃 𝑗 , 𝑤𝑇 +1 ) ≤ 𝑓𝑢 (𝜃𝑘 , 𝑤𝑇 +1 ) (9)
𝑗 =1 𝑘=1

where ⊕ is exclusive-or operator and 𝑢 ∈ {tps, lat, res}. Consider
the objective and constraints, ranking loss for historical base-learner
Í
is 𝑢 ∈𝑆 (𝑅𝑢 (𝑙𝑖 )), which means that if one pair of the configurations
is misranked, the ranking loss 𝑅(𝑙𝑖 ) is increased by one.
Target base-learner evaluation. For target task, the definition
above uses in-sample error and can not accurately reflect generalizability of target base-learner 𝑙𝑇 +1 . We estimate generalizability
for 𝑙𝑇 +1 with the leave-one-out strategy. We use 𝑙𝑇 +1,−𝑗 donate
𝑙𝑇 +1 with observation (𝜃 𝑗 , 𝑓 (𝜃 𝑗 , 𝑤𝑇 +1 )) leaved out. 𝑙𝑇 +1,−𝑗 is constructed by removing the data point from the GP model and kernel
hyper-parameters do not need re-estimated. To obtain the ranking
loss for target base-leaner, we replace 𝑙𝑖 in right side of equal sign in
Equation 9 with 𝑙𝑇 +1,−𝑗 . Then the loss is the number of misranked
pairs that 𝑙𝑇 +1 predicts against real observations in out-of-sample
setting. With the dynamic schema, the weight of 𝑙𝑇 +1 is increased
when no source tasks can help to prevent "negative transfer" [40].
Finally, each base-learner is weighted with the probability that
it is the base-learner with the lowest ranking loss. As 𝑙𝑖 (𝜃 ) is a
random variable with mean and variance, we can sample from the
posterior distribution of 𝑅(𝑙𝑖 ) and estimate the probability.
6.4.3 Adaptive weight schema. ResTune uses an adaptive weight
schema to combine the weights discussed above. The observations
of the target task are limited at the beginning. For initialization, it
is a common practice to bootstrap optimization by a set of samples.
One way is to use Latin Hypercube Sampling [19]. However, we realize that the meta-features generated by workload characterization
can give a coarse-grained abstraction about task properties. Therefore, in the initial iterations, we use an ensemble model weighted
by meta-features to suggest knobs that are promising according to
similar historical tasks. After ResTune collects more observations of
the target task, we assign the weights based on the ranking of model
predictions, which measure the similarity of tasks in the optimization problem. It provides a dynamic perspective, and the influence

Table 1: Hardware Configurations for Database Instances
CPU
RAM

A
48 cores
12GB

B
8 cores
12GB

C
4 cores
8GB

D
16 cores
32GB

E
32 cores
64GB

F
64 cores
128GB

Table 2: Workloads
Name
Size(G)
#Thread
R/W Ratio
Request Rate(txn/s)

SYSBENCH
10,30,100
64
7:2
21K

TPC-C
13,100
56
19:10
2K

Twitter
29
512
116:1
30K

Hotel
14
256
19:1
/

Sales
10
256
154:1
/

of historical base-learners shrinks over iterations. The meta-learner
relies more and more on target base-learners gradually.

7

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ResTune. Since none
of the existing knobs tuning methods optimize resource usages,
we carefully modify them to solve the resource-oriented tuning
problem defined in this paper. The baselines are presented below.
• Default: The default knobs provided by experienced DBA.
• iTuned: iTuned uses Gaussian Process as a surrogate model and
uses the Expected Improvement acquisition function to search
for the optimal configuration. We modified iTuned by changing
its objective from maximizing the throughput to minimizing the
resource utilization, with the algorithm unmodified.
• CDBTune-w-Con: CDBTune utilizes the deep deterministic policy gradient to find the optimal knobs. It relies on a reward function to encourage the recommendation of knobs with minimal
latency or maximal throughput. For example, if the latency is
larger than the initial value, the reward is negative. If the latency
is smaller than the initial value and previous tuning value, the
reward is positive. In the other cases, the reward remains zero.
To support resource-oriented tuning, we make two modifications
to the reward function, namely CDBTune with constraints. First,
we encourage the agent to minimize resource usage by replacing
latency in the original reward function with resource utilization.
Second, we encourage the agent to find feasible knobs. If the reward is positive(decreasing resource usage) but violates SLA, we
set the reward zero. If the reward is negative(increasing resource
usage) but the SLA is guaranteed, we also set the reward zero.
• OtterTune-w-Con: OtterTune uses a machine-learning pipeline to
collect, process, analyze knobs and recommend possible settings
by learning from historical data. Ottertune does not consider
the SLA requirement, so we replace its acquisition function with
CEI in Section 5 we defined in ResTune. We call it OtterTune
with constraints. Unlike meta-learning, OtterTune identifies the
most similar workload from its repository based on the distance
between the internal metrics. It uses the matched data for target
workload in a single Gaussian Process (GP) model.
• ResTune-w/o-ML: ResTune without Meta-Learning, which means
the data repository is not adopted and learns from scratch.
• ResTune: Our approach that supports solving the resource-oriented
problem and uses the meta-learner to boost the tuning.
Setting. We implement ResTune using BoTorch [7] and use version
5.7 of MySQL RDS. The experiments run on cloud servers with six
instances, as shown in Table 1. The buffer pool size is fixed when
conducting the CPU and I/O resource experiments. We set the buffer

Table 3: Execution Time Breakdown per Iteration Tuning SYSBENCH Workload
Phase

ResTune

ResTune-w/o-ML

iTuned

CDBTune-w-Con

OtterTune-w-Con

Meta-Data Processing
Model Update
Knob Recommandation
Target Workload Reply
Total Time

0.653s∼1.983s
0.312s∼2.298s
5.115s
182.237s(95.1%)
191.630s

/
0.649s
1.907s
182.237s(98.6%)
184.793s

/
0.151s
0.912s
182.186(99.4%)
183.245s

/
0.586s
0.005s
182.336s(99.7%)
182.927s

/
11.347s
4.457s
182.337s(92.0%)
198.141s

pool size as half of the total memory for all instances. We use 14
knobs to optimize CPU, 6 knobs to optimize memory usage, and 20
knobs to optimize the I/O resource. The knobs are pre-selected as
important. We set 𝜆𝑡𝑝𝑠 and 𝜆𝑙𝑎𝑡 to the throughput and latency under
the DBA’s default knobs. For ResTune, We use the static weights
learning from meta-feature in the first 10 iterations for initialization
, and switch to dynamic weights learning from model predictions
afterward. For other BO based methods(ResTune-w/o-ML, iTuned,
OtterTune-w-Con), we use Latin Hypercube Sampling(LHS) in the
first 10 initial iterations. To avoid the noise of measurement, we
accept 5% deviation when evaluating the performance metrics. We
run 3 times of each experiment and report the average result.
Workload. Our evaluations are carried out using three benchmarks
(SYSBENCH3 and OLTPBench TPC-C, Twitter [10]) and two real
workloads (Hotel Booking and Sales) from our production, as shown
in Table 2. The benchmarks both have read and write queries. The
data size of the workload is adjusted to a value larger than the
buffer pool size on different instances. For SYSBENCH, we use three
settings with 150 tables and different table sizes(250K, 1000K, 3000K
records). For TPC-C, we use two settings consisting of 200 and 10000
warehouses. Unless otherwise specified, we use SYSBENCH with
250K table sizes and TPC-C with 200 warehouses. We conduct a
sensitivity analysis of varying data sizes for SYSBENCH and TPC-C
in Section 7.4. For Twitter, we load the data consisting 1500K users.
The request rates are counted per second and across all threads
and are set for benchmark workloads by observing throughout
under DBA’s default configuration. For Hotel Booking and Sales,
the request rates are not fixed and follow the client request.
Data Repository. We collect workload features and observation
histories of 34 past tuning tasks as our meta-data. Workload feature
is an embedding vector calculated by workload characterization in
Section 6.4.2. The 34 past tuning tasks are from 17 different workloads and 2 hardware environments(instance A and B in Table 1),
summing up to 6400 observations. Each observation
corresponds

to a record of 𝜃𝑖 , 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝜃𝑖 ) , 𝑓𝑡𝑝𝑠 (𝜃𝑖 ) , 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 (𝜃𝑖 ) . We fit 34 historical
base-learners for the corresponding tuning tasks. To evaluate the
generalizability, we conduct our experiments under three settings:
original setting, varying hardware setting, varying workloads setting.
Under the original setting, we use all the 34 historical base models.
We use the existing workload from the data repository as the target
workload and not hold out its base model. Under the varying workloads setting, we test the adaption ability by holding out the target
workload’s meta-data and using 32 historical base models of the
other workloads. Similarly, we hold out the meta-data in the same
hardware environment as the target task under the varying hardware setting. We use 17 historical base models(transferring between
3 https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench

instance A and B) and 34 historical base models(transferring to the
other instances in Table 1) for the tuning task in other instances.
Experiment Outline. First, to evaluate how efficient ResTune
finds feasible CPU-optimized knobs, we compare it with the default,
ResTune-w/o-ML, OtterTune-w-Con, CDBTune-w-Con, iTuned under the original setting. Next, to answer how well ResTune can
extract knowledge that accelerates the tuning, we evaluate the generalizability in two aspects. In 7.2.1, we test the ability of ResTune to
transfer between different hardware environments. We conduct two
groups of experiments under varying hardware setting: transferring
between instance A and B, and transferring to instances C, D, E and
F. In 7.2.2, we compare ResTune with Default, ResTune-w/o-ML,
OtterTune-Con under varying workloads setting. To further explain
why ResTune outperforms other methods, we conduct a case study
using the Twitter workload. To illustrate the robustness of ResTune
and the correctness of the experiments, we conduct sensitivity
analysis on varying request rates and varying data sizes in 7.4. Furthermore, we evaluate ResTune on optimizing the I/O resource and
memory resources. We compare ResTune with the default, ResTunew/o-ML, OtterTune-w-Con, CDBTune-w-Con, iTuned in terms of
I/O and the memory usage. Finally, we calculate the 1-year-TCO
reduction for different cloud providers using ResTune.
Execution Time. In Table 3, we analyze the detailed execution
time of different methods in a single iteration. We calculate execution time into four stages. The Meta-data Processing counts the
time processing of the data repository. The Model Update stage
calculates the time updating the GP model for BO methods and
learning the Actor-Critic network for Reinforcement Learning (RL)
methods. For ResTune, the first few iterations use the static weights
for initialization that takes 0.312s on average and use the dynamic
weights for the following iterations that take 2.298s on average. The
Knobs Recommendation stage counts the time for optimizing the
acquisition function for BO methods and inference for RL methods.
The Target Workload Replay stage stands for the evaluation time
in DBMS. We replay the workload for 3 minutes of the benchmark
workloads and 5 minutes of the real workloads to capture different
types of transactions. The takeaway is that the majority of the time
in each iteration of different methods is spent on replaying the
target workload. Therefore, it is reasonable to focus on the number
of iterations in the following comparison.

7.1

Efficiency Comparison

We evaluate the tuning efficiency of ResTune in various workloads
on instance under the original setting. Figure 3 shows the CPU utilization of best feasible knobs output by different methods within
200 tuning iterations. The y-ax is current database-wide CPU utilization as percentage, measured per second during the workload
replay and calculated on average. We make three observations.
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Figure 4: Performance Adapting to Different Hardware Environments

First, ResTune can find CPU-optimized configurations satisfying the SLA requirement. When tuning benchmarks, ResTune can
reduce the default CPU usage by 50.1% on average and guarantee
the SLA requirement. ResTune achieves more improvement for real
workloads, reducing the default CPU utilization by 71.3% and guarantee the SLA requirement. Second, ResTune-w/o-ML performs
much better than iTuned and CDBTune-w-Con. All three methods
do not utilize meta-data and only learn from the target observations.
Compared with iTuned and CDBTune-w-Con, ResTune-w/o-ML
achieves better results faster in all workloads. iTuned uses simple
Bayesian Optimization without considering constraints. It turns to
recommend infeasible configurations with minimum CPU utilization. Such configurations usually restrict throughout and decrease
dababase performance. CDBTune-w-Con learns the mapping from
internal metrics (state) to configurations (state). In the RL basics,
an Markov Decision Process (MDP)[42] formally describes an environment. However, given a target workload, the configuration
tuning problem is not necessarily a MDP because the optimal configuration is the same for any internal metrics, leading to the fact
that action and state are not necessarily related. Note that for SYSBENCH and Twitter, CBDTune-w-Con can only find the configuration close to the default performance within 200 iterations. Third,
with our meta-learning design, ResTune accelerates the tuning with
a large margin and makes the tuning time acceptable. On average,
ResTune-w/o-ML needs 135 iterations(7.18hours) to find its best
results. For Twitter, ResTune finds knobs reducing 59.68% of CPU
usage than ResTune-w/o-ML. For the other workloads, ResTune
recommends ResTune-w/o-ML’s best results within the first 10
iterations and takes 8 iterations(25.6 minutes) to find such configurations on average. Within one hour, ResTune can already find good
configurations, while the other methods can not. OtterTune-w-Con

Table 4: Workload Adaptation on More Instances
Instance
Restune
Restune-w/o-ML
SYSBENCH
Restune
Iteration
Restune-w/o-ML
Speed Up
Restune
Improvement
Restune-w/o-ML
TPC-C
Restune
Iteration
Restune-w/o-ML
Speed Up
Improvement

C
5.02%
3.34%
37
57
35%
4.96%
2.78%
12
99
87.87%

D
8.13%
7.58%
64
80
20%
19.22%
18.28%
25
47
46.80%

E
17.16%
16.76%
100
115
14%
33.26%
33.09%
45
79
43.03%

F
20.38%
19.96%
35
53
34%
47.60%
42.62%
18
25
28%

is another method that learns from historical data using a mapping strategy, but it falls behind ResTune. ResTune achieves 18.6×
speedup than OtterTune-w-Con in SYSBENCH and 7.38× speedup
on average. The speedup is contributed to ResTune’s meta-learning
design, which is explained in Section 7.2.3 in detail.

7.2

Evaluation on Generalization

7.2.1 Hardware Adaption. As there are various instances on cloud
databases, it’s vital whether our proposed methods can adapt to unseen instance types. Learning from different instances is a challenge
as the change of hardware setting, such as RAM size, processor
capacity, makes the response surfaces between knobs and metrics
differ in shape and quantity. We use all the instances in Table 1.
First, to compare ResTune and OtterTune-w-Con, we use tuning
data collected on instance A to tune the databases on instance B (A
to B) and vice versa(B to A). Second, to verify that ResTune can generalize to more instances, we use tuning data collected on instances
A and B to train tasks on instances C, D, E and F, respectively. In the
second part, we use SYSBENCH(100G) and TPC-C(100G) to ensure
that the data size is always larger than the buffer pool size.
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Figure 6: Case Study on Twitter Workload with 3 Tuning Knobs

Figure 4 shows ResTune is better than other methods in all cases.
Instance A has more CPU cores and larger memory than instance
B, so its SLA requirement is higher. Using meta-data collected on
instance B, ResTune successfully finds the feasible configuration
faster and better than ResTune-w/o-ML. Nevertheless, for Twitter
on both instances and Sales on instance A, OtterTune-w-Con’s
mapping strategy slows down the tuning process compared with
ResTune-w/o-ML and ResTune. Table 4 shows results on ResTune’s
hardware adaption capabilities to instances C, D, E, and F. We record
the improvement(the reduction of best feasible CPU utilization compared to the default) and the iteration (the number of iteration that
the best feasible CPU utilization is found). ResTune has better improvement and faster speed than the other baselines. These results
show ResTune can reasonably use historical training data to speed
up giving an equivalent or superior knobs configuration.

Table 5: Statistics about Workload Variations
Workload
R/W Ratio
Distance to Wt
Static Weight
Ranking Loss

7.2.3 Analysis. There are three reasons that ResTune outperforms
OtterTune-w-Con. First, ResTune identities similar shapes of response surface by ranking loss, even they differ a lot in scale. However, OtterTune-w-Con calculates the average absolute distance
of metric vectors between target workload and fails in hardware
adaption. Second, ResTune avoids overfitting into historical tasks
by using dynamic weight assignment. When the knowledge of
historical base-learners is less helpful, ResTune can increase target base-learner’s weight up to 100%. However, OtterTune-w-Con
keeps matching historical workload and does not have a mechanism
to stop when there is no similar workload, which would hinder
the optimization (negative transfer). Third, OtterTune-w-Con only
reuses single workload data, while ResTune extracts experience
through multiple base-learners and ensemble them together.

W1
32:1
0.075
46.00%
17.93%

W2
19:1
0.156
20.98%
22.71%

W3
14:1
0.191
4.80%
27.75%

W4
11:1
0.278
0%
34.04%

W5
9:1
0.342
0%
60.91%

Table 6: Best Configurations Found by Different Methods
Default
Grid Search
ResTune
ResTune-w/o-ML
OtterTune-w-Con
CDBTune-w-Con
iTuned

thread_concurrency spin_wait_delay lru_scan_depth CPU
0
6
1024
75%
17
0
100
14.43%
13
0
356
11.22%
14
1
100
12.97%
30
2
2244
20.59%
122
3
180
45.03%
43
21
100
65.10%
11.25

CPU (%)

thread_concurrency = 13
75

7.2.2 Workload Adaption. We run experiments on 5 target workload on instance A under the varying workloads setting. The result
is depicted in Figure 5. We can conclude that on the same instance,
ResTune outperforms all the other baselines and improves the speed
of ResTune-w/o-ML by 3.6× on average.
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Figure 7: SHAP Path: Features Contributions from Default Knobs

7.3

Case Study

To further explain ResTune’s advantages over other methods, we
conduct a case study using the Twitter workload. We tune three
CPU related knobs, including the maximum number of threads in
InnoDB(thread_concurrency, ranging from 100 to 1024), the maximum delay between polls for a spinlock(spin_wait_delay, ranging
from 0 to 128), how far down the LRU list a page cleaner thread
scans(lru_scan_depth, ranging from 0 to 256). To illustrate the rationale of generalizability, we manually construct a data repository.
We create five variations of Twitter by increasing the ratio of INSERT queries gradually, namely 𝑊1,𝑊2, ...,𝑊5 , as shown in Table
5. For each variation, we conduct LHS sampling to collect 200 observations to fit the historical base-learner in the data repository.

We also perform an 8 × 8 × 8 grid search as our known groundtruth. Table 6 shows the knobs recommended by different methods
and corresponding CPU utilization. Figure 6(a) shows the tuning
process within 100 iterations. We discuss our key findings below.
I. ResTune optimizes the resource by balancing between database
performance and resource utilization. ResTune finds the best feasible
knobs among all the methods. We use SHAP [29], a game-theoretic
approach that connects optimal credit allocation with local explanations to analyze the knobs’ influence. The SHAP path in Figure
7 explains how each of the recommended knobs helps to get from
the default value to the value ResTune outputs (current value). The
reduction of CPU usage from 75% to 11.25% is mainly due to setting thread_concurrency and lru_scan_depth to 13 and 0. And the
setting of the two knobs help increase the throughput and decrease
the latency, while the setting of spin_wait_delay works oppositely.
The default value of thread_concurrency is zero, meaning unlimited
concurrency. ResTune sets thread_concurrency 13, which has the
largest effect for reducing the CPU utilization and improving the
performance, as the red arrow shown in the figure. Lower values
of thread_concurrency will reduce processors’ utility, and higher
values will cause performance downgrade due to increased contention on resources, which highly depends on the workload and
the hardware environment. ResTune tunes spin_wait_delay to zero,
turning off the database’s busy polling on spinlocks. Polling on a
spinlock will constantly waste CPU time if the lock is held for a long
time. The closure of the busy loop saves CPU resources but reduces
the database performance. The blue arrow in the figure shows the
trade-off between database performance and CPU utilization. Last,
ResTune recommends lru_scan_depth to a value contributing to
database performance improvement to meet the SLA requirement.
II. ResTune’s workload characterization is effective. ResTune generates the meta-features of base-learners from workload characterization, and their distances to target workload’s meta-feature are used
to calculate the weights. Since the historical workloads are made
by increasing the ratio of INSERT queries from the target workload,
we know the ground truth that 𝑊1 is more similar to the target
workload than others. Take the throughput as an example, Figures
6(d) and 6(e) show that 𝑊1 has the similar performance surface
with 𝑊𝑇 . The static weights in Table 5 also show that the weight
of 𝑊1 is the largest. To further dive into the effectiveness of workload characterization, we conduct an ablation study. We replace
ResTune’s workload characterization pipeline with LHS to generate
the first 10 observations, namely ResTune-w/o-Workload. Figure
6(b) shows that compared to ResTune-w/o-Workload, ResTune utilizes the workload characterization to find good results faster.
III. ResTune generalizes to new tuning tasks by fine-tuning the
weights of base-learners. ResTune detects similar base-learners by
ranking loss and assigns them larger weights. Consequently, the
optimal regions of these base-learners are exploited with high probability. Table 5 presents the mean of ranking loss for the historical
base-learners, which is calculated as how many ranking pairs are
incorrectly ranked in the percentage of total pairs. Among the historical base-learners, 𝑊1 is most similar to the target, followed by
𝑊2 to 𝑊5 . For the target base-learner, its ranking loss decreases
gradually as it collects more observations of the target task. Figure
6(c) shows the weight assignment of ResTune in the first 50 iterations. Within 25 iterations, similar historical base-learners have

larger weights. So base-learner 𝑊1 indicates the optimal region,
accelerating the tuning process. With more target observations, the
target base-learner’s weight dominates, and overfitting is avoided.
ResTune outperforms other baselines and even the grid search, as
the search stepsize of grid search can be smaller.

7.4

Sensitivity Analysis

We illustrate the robustness of ResTune by varying the request rate
and varying the data size.
7.4.1 Varying Request Rate. We conduct eight experiments on optimizing CPU usage for SYSBENCH and TPC-C, respectively. For
SYSBENCH, we vary the request rate from 16000 to 23000. For
TPC-C, we vary the request rate from 1500 to 2200. Figure 8 shows
that ResTune could accomplish similar improvement regardless of
the request rate setting compared with the default configuration.
Surprisingly, we find that the knobs ResTune outputs under a certain request rate can be transferred to the setting with different
request rates, achieving similar improvement with the red line in
Figure 8. Note that if the request rate decreases further, the room
for optimization decreases since the CPU utilization is too low.
7.4.2 Varying data size. As Table 7 shows, we carry out 5 experiments on optimizing CPU utilization for TPC-C workload with
different data sizes, by setting the number of warehouses. In each
experiment, CPU utilization drops significantly after tuning knobs.
It is worth noting that when the amount of data is small, the decline
in CPU utilization becomes smaller. This is because CPU resource is
limited in this scenario, and resource optimization problems cannot
be simply solved by tuning configuration knobs. It is recommended
to consider further increasing CPU resources. On the other hand,
when the amount of data is large, the decline in CPU utilization will
also decrease because of the lower hit ratio. Default CPU utilization
is also reduced accordingly. In this scenario, consider optimizing
memory-related knobs or increasing memory resources.

7.5

Tuning other types of Resources

In previous sections, we mainly focus on evaluating ResTune on
optimizing the CPU usage. The reason is that we found in the
majority of OLTP workloads in production, memory, and I/O are
usually not the bottleneck since the hot data are mostly cached.
But ResTune can be extended to optimize more resources. In this
section, we evaluate the performance of ResTune on optimizing the
I/O and the memory resources. We conduct experiments on instance
E, tuning SYSBENCH and TPC-C under the varying workloads
setting. We use the tuning observations on SYSBECNH as metadata in the data repository to tune TPC-C(SYSBENCH to TPC-C)
and vice versa(TPC-C to SYSBENCH). To mimic the I/O heavy
scenario, we fix the buffer pool size to 16G and initialize the data
with 100G for TPC-C (10000 warehouses), 30G for SYSBENCH
(150 tables, 100w records in each table). The hit ratio under the
default configuration is 93.2% for TPC-C and 97.5% for SYSBENCH.
We use the same workload setting for the memory experiment
since it is more challenging to reduce the memory resource in I/O
heavy cases. The only difference for memory experiments is that
we do not fix the buffer pool size and use it as a tuning knob. The
comparison methods are the same with CPU experiments, with
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ResTune
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changing the objective from minimizing the CPU utilization to the
I/O and memory usage.
7.5.1 I/O. There are two important metrics that measure the I/O
utilization with different aspects. BPS(Bytes Per second) measures
the total bytes of read and write operations in each second. IOPS(I/O
operations per second) measures the number of invocations of
read and write operations in each second. We evaluate ResTune
by setting BPS and IOPS as objective, respectively, and tune 20
selected knobs. The first four figures in Figure 9 show the results.
We can see that ResTune reduces 60% - 80% of BPS under the default
configuration and reduce 84% - 90% of IOPS under the default
configuration and outperforms others.
7.5.2 Memory. We conduct two experiments by tuning 6 memoryrelated knobs. Figure 9 shows that for TPC-C, ResTune reduces the
total memory usage of DBMS from 22.5G to 16.34G. For SYSBENCH,
ResTune reduces the total memory usage of DBMS from 25.4G to
12.64G, outperforming other baselines. Compared with ResTunew/o-ML, ResTune finds good configurations with 15 iterations,
showing the advantage of meta-learning.

7.6

TCO Analysis

To illustrate the benefit from cloud providers’ perspective, we estimate the reduction of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) using ResTune.
We focus on the RDS MySQL product and calculate corresponding
TCO reduction among AWS, Azure, and Aliyun using their online
calculators [3–5]. It is not easy to find the exact same instance type
of our experiments among all three cloud environments. Therefore,
we estimate the TCO reduction for each CPU and every GB of the
memory instead. For example, the 1-year-TCO for the RDS MySQL
in Aliyun of with 8 Core 16GB and 500G SSD storage is $4032 and
with 4 Core 16GB is $3852. So the TCO reduction per Core in Aliyun
is ($4032 − $3852)/4 = $45. We calculate the 1-year-TCO reduction
according to our previous experimental results. Table 8 shows the
detailed reduction of 1-year-TCO of two workloads from 6 different
instance types. The TCO reduction is averaged of the reductions
among AWS, Azure, and Aliyun. Table 9 shows the TCO reduction

Table 8: 1-year-TCO Reduction Optimizing CPU Usage
Workload
Original CPU
SYSBENCH Optimized CPU
Avg TCO ↓
Original CPU
TPCC Optimized CPU
Avg TCO ↓

InstanceAInstanceBInstanceCInstanceDInstanceEInstanceF
43 Cores 7 Cores 4 Cores 16 Cores 29 Cores 58 Cores
21 Cores 6 Cores 4 Cores 15 Cores 24 Cores 46 Cores
$8,749
$398
$0
$398
$1,988 $4,772
44 Cores 8 Cores 4 Cores 16 Cores 30 Cores 52 Cores
38 Cores 7 Cores 4 Cores 13 Cores 20 Cores 27 Cores
$2,386
$398
$0
$1,193
$3,977 $9,942

Table 9: 1-year-TCO Reduction Optimizing Memory on Instance E
SYSBENCH
TPCC

Original MEM Optimized MEM TCO ↓(AWS) TCO ↓(Azure) TCO ↓(Aliyun)
25.4GB
12.64GB
$983
$855
$2144
22.5GB
16.34GB
$475
$412
$1035

optimizing memory on instance E. Note that the originally used
resource might be less than the total resource of the instance, and
the reduced TCO is calculated based on the originally used resource.
We omit the TCO reduction of the I/O resource since not all online
calculators support customizing the IOPS/BPS.
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CONCLUSION

We present ResTune to optimize resource utilization for cloud
databases automatically. By leveraging constrained Bayesian optimization, ResTune can meet the SLA requirement and saving CPU,
memory, and I/O resources. To make tuning time acceptable for endusers, ResTune implements a meta-learning approach to extract
experience from historical tuning tasks. ResTune can also be applied
across heterogeneous hardware environments. The evaluations on
benchmarks and real workloads show that ResTune can reduce 65%
of CPU, 87% of I/O and 39% of memory on average from the DBA
configuration. Comparing to the state-of-the-art systems, ResTune
can find better configurations and achieves up to ∼ 18× speedups
finding the configuration with the same resource utilization.
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